This work deals with the practical aspects of threedimensional (3-D) poststack depth migration. A method, based on depth extrapolation in the frequency domain, is used for the migration. This method is suitable for structures with arbitrary velocity variation, and the number of computations required can be directly related to the complexity of the given velocity function. We demonstrate the superior computational efficiency of this method for 3-D depth migration relative to the reverse-time migration method. The computational algorithm used for the migration is designed for a multiprocessor machine (Cray-XM P/48) and takes advantage of advanced disk technologies to overcome the input/output (IjO) problem. The method is demonstrated with both synthetic and field data. The migration of a typical 3-D data volume can be accomplished in only a few hours.
INTRODUCTION
The recent growth in three-dimensional (3-D) data processing leads to a need for high-quality 3-D migration algorithms. Since 3-D data processing is considered expensive, economical restrictions may dictate the use of simple and fast migration techniques such as theflk method (Stolt. 1978) . Accurate prestack and poststack depth migration algorithms that can handle complicated two-dimensional (2-D) geologic structures have been developed in the last few years. However, most of these techniques are time-consuming, and although extension of these algorithms to the 3-D case is straightforward, the high cost prevents the use of these algorithms in a standard 3-D data processing sequence.
High cost is not the only obstacle to using the more accurate depth migration algorithms. In order to obtain an accurate image of the earth' s subsurface, the velocity must be known in great detail. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case and therefore the justification for using these techniques is debatable. A practical solution to this dilemma is an iterative procedure of depth migration (Whitmore, 1983) . In that procedure. the migration results are used to improve the velocity function. With good interpretation of the intermediate results. the tinal depth section can be obtained with a reasonable number of iterations. The major drawback of such methods is that the same amount of computation is required for each iteration regardless of the complexity of the velocity function.
Accurate depth migration algorithms require extrapolation of the entire wave field. This extrapolation can be done either in time or in depth (Tarantola et al.. 1988) . Although correct extrapolation must be based on a two-way wave equation (Kosloff' and Baysal, 1983: Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1986) a one-way wave equation provides adequate accuracy for the migration of stacked data. Since methods based on these different approaches all perform well in the 2-D case. the choice of method to he implemented in three dimensions is made according to the practical aspects of each method.
The enormous amount of data and computations involved in appiicarions such as 3-D~depth migration requires that-sp~e-cial attention be given to the computer algorithm design. When misused. even advanced supercomputers are unable to handle such large problems. The feasibility of using these computationally intensive migration techniques depends on the ability to design an efficient "out-of-core" solution. Proper data organization, along with the use of advanced storage devices and high-speed I/O channels, helps alleviate the I/O problem, whereas a reduction in elapsed computation time must be accomplished by the implementation of parallel processmg.
In the following, we describe a 3-D poststack migration method based on a two-way wave equation. The method belongs to the space-frequency group of migrations (Berkhout, 1981) and emphasis is given to its practical aspects and the computer algorithm employed. The algorithm enables the cost of the migration to be related to the complexity of the given velocity function without affecting the accuracy. The method is compared to other migration methods and, in particular, to reverse-time migration. Finally the algorithm is tested on synthetic and field data examples. 
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Designating the matrix on the right-hand side of equation (2) by B, the system can be written as "V=QV. The expansion given in equation (6) is valid when the eigenvalues of Sci: are purely imaginary. which requires the elimination of the evanescent components from the solution (Koslof' f' and Kessler, 1987). For k > R, the expansion (6) converges exponentially and therefore can be truncated to a finite number of terms 1~1 in equation (6)]. Since a is a constant and the Chebychev polynomials are bounded by unity, the Bessel functions serve as the criteria for truncating the expansion. Equation (6) is evaluated for each frequency at all depths. The tinal section is accumulated according to equation (4).
COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
It was shown by Tal-Ezer (1986) and by Kosloff and Kessler (1987) that the integration technique used in the generalized phase-shift method is highly efficient when the integration step (depth step) is large. Since sampling considerations require a relatively small depth step (usually the choice will be dz = Cmin l/t/2), a modified version of equation (6) is adopted: where 0 < T, I I. The calculation of Q requires most of the computation time Since Q is independent of y, equation (9) can be used for large dep;h steps dz, and the required intermediate results yd~ can be obtained with minor cost by generating additional sets of Bessel functions. In practice, the depth step should be defined by the resolution of the velocity function. and then the propagation in a large constant-velocity region can be accomplished without recalculating (2k. Not apparent from equation (9) Step To process field data, the use of FFTs may require the addition of null traces to the data in order to match the FFT operator size. Since the addition must be done in both the .x and J directions, it can result in a significant increase in the data-set size. In this study a mixed-radix algorithm to calculate FFTs was used (Temperton, 1983 ). This algorithm allows more flexibility in the choice of the grid length compared to the traditional radix-two algorithms and therefore the addition of zero traces can be minimized. Implementation of the algorithm on a vector computer does not show degradation in performance compared to the radix-two algorithms. Furthermore, the ability to compute odd-base FFTs may eliminate some performance degradation associated with memory bank conflicts on most vector computers. 1984) . In the algorithm just described, the migration is carried out in the frequency domain. The downward continuation of each frequency is totally independent from the continuation of other frequencies. Parallelism can therefore be implemented at a very high level in the code. With the use of the Cray-XMP/48 (four processors), the speedup factor that we obtained was 3.75. It should be pointed out that, due to the high transfer rate of the storage device, the I/O operations were done sequentially. The same algorithm can be adopted with slower storage devices by overlapping the intensive I/O activity with the computations, provided that I/O operations can be performed inside the parallel region of the code.
The computations for the above~ examples require 8+ 5 of elapsed or total time to downward extrapolate all frequencies a single depth step. If, for example, a velocity function is given at a vertical interval of 50 m, the whole depth section (8000 m) can be calculated in 3.5 hours. With input traces of the same length and for the same frequency band, the largest data set that has been migrated consisted of 750 by 810 traces. It required the use of a 512 MW solid-state storage device. Wallclock time (using four CPUs) in this case was about four times longer than the above example, indicating that with such a storage device, the algorithm is totally CPU bound.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER MIGRATION METHODS
We divide the comparison with other migration methods into two parts. First, the proposed depth extrapolation is We now consider the example given in the previous paragraph. For reverse-time migration, a finite-difference scheme (fourth order in space and second order in time) was chosen. We assume that horizontal sampling is small enough to avoid aliasing. With a maximum velocity of 6000 m/s, stability requirements dictate a time increment of 0.00133 s for the finite differencing. The original time section was resampled to three times the original sampling density and occupied 607.5 MW of storage, although this could have been cut to about 203 MW by interpolating the data only at the points where they were needed for computation. An explicit solution scheme required three global arrays (135 MW each) for the pressure, time derivative of the pressure, and the velocity. These latter arrays needed to be accessed and restored for each of the 4500 time steps. The above requirements are compared to the worst case for the generalized phase-shift method, where the integration step is the depth sampling interval (8 m). Table 2 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have demonstrated that the use of advanced supercomputers, together with a proper algorithm, makes the implementation of an accurate 3-D depth migration feasible. With high-speed storage devices, large out-of-core problems can become CPIJ bound. Since the described algorithm is highly parallel. we believe that with future increases in CPU speed and with more CPIJs, the processing time for the proposed migration method will be significantly reduced.
This present work suggests that depth extrapolation is computationally more efficient than reverse-time migration. Because accuracy requirements can be satisfied by depth or time extrapolation, the much smaller I/O requirements and the computational flexibility of the depth extrapolation should make it the preferable method. In fact, with existing hardware, reverse-time migration cannot be performed on realistic size data sets in a reasonable amount of time The only drawback of the depth extrapolation remains the requirement of eliminating the evanescent energy components from the solution.
Depth extrapolation is the basis for many iterative migration and inversion algorithms. because of the ability to relate This study was partially supported by the Pikovski-Valatzi foundation. The 3-D data set (Figures 5-S) appears by courtesy of Phillips Petroleum Co.
